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Chapter 1
Introduction
This research project covers the topic of luminosity determination at the LHC.
First, in Chapter 2 the term luminosity at particle colliders is dened and several
mathematical results from the outlined theory are presented. This formalism is
further developed in Chapter 3, where a method of absolute luminosity calibration is presented  the van der Meer scan (vdM scan for short). The vdM scan
is commonly used across all LHC experiments, however, several experiments
have developed a complementary methods for luminosity determination. An
overview of the methods is presented in Chapter 4. This chapter closes the theoretical part of the research project. The simulation of bunch overlaps follows
and can be found in Chapter 5. This simulation is compared to an analytical
computation, which serve as a benchmark of the simulation and to assign to it
an uncertainty. The goal of the chapter is to present the non-factorisation ratio
 the ratio of the true luminosity to the luminosity computed under the assumption of factorisation  and demonstrate its dependence for dierent bunch
parameters. The Chapter 6 is focused mainly on presenting reconstruction algorithms used at ALICE and detector eects are added into the simulation.
This research project continues the work done in [6]. Which means that
several details are omitted to prevent repetition of ideas already presented, but
key parts of theory are included to ease the understanding of the practical part
 simulation.
The main advances made in the practical part with respect to the results
presented in [6] consist of adding the third dimension into the simulation, adding
the functionality to treat the case of a crossing angle and adding the possibility
to smear generated data to simulate detector eects. The simulation code has
been fully rewritten and made more robust, enabling better control, as well as
faster and easier creation of desired scripts.

11

Chapter 2
Luminosity
Luminosity is a physical quantity, which relates the rate and the cross section
of any process. Once the luminosity is determined for one process it can be
used for other processes measured in the same set of collisions. This chapter
will introduce several methods of luminosity determination with deeper focus
on the method of van der Meer (vdM) scans, which is further analysed in the
next chapter. The theory is needed for comparing with the simulation (more
on this topic in Chapter 5), so one can rely on its results. Derivations of all
presented equations can be found in [6].
The dening equation, where rate R, cross section σ and luminosity L are
related, is Eq. (2.1).
R = Lσ.
(2.1)
Luminosity is the proportional factor between rate and cross section. Furthermore one can derive Eq. (2.2), which involves two processes (A and B) and
shows one of the rst methods of measuring cross sections for dierent processes.

RA
RB
=
.
σA
σB

(2.2)

For colliders with bunched beams, it is possible to relate luminosity with the
accelerator's parameters as shown in Eq. (2.3), where K is a kinematic factor,
nb is the number of bunches, f is the revolution frequency, N1,2 is the number
of particles in the two colliding bunches and most importantly S1,2 which is the
bunch probability distribution.
Z ∞
L = Knb f N1 N2
S1 (x, y, z, t)S2 (x, y, z, t) dx dy dz dt.
(2.3)
−∞

This equation works only for head-on collisions. Other collision possibilities are
collisions under a crossing angle or collisions with an oset. It is common to
adapt the equation for Gaussian distribution function, which is a fairly good
description of the bunches' actual distribution (for the case of LHC bunches).

12
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The following equations present the luminosity formulas for Gaussian bunches,
which both have the same variance in each direction (σx , σy , σz ). For head-on
collisions luminosity is computed by Eq. (2.4). A great property of Gaussian
distribution is that the oset can be factorised, which results into a product of
head-on term with a coecient as shown in Eq. (2.5).

nb f N1 N2
(2.4)
4π(σx σy )




(∆x)2
(∆y)2
LOf f set = LHeadOn COf f set , COf f set = exp −
exp −
4σx2
4σy2
(2.5)
For collisions with crossing angle φ it will be assumed that φ is small and the
angle denotes a tilt of the bunches in the x-z plane. Under these assumptions it
is possible to calculate the luminosity for collisions under a crossing angle, see
Eq. (2.6).
LHeadOn =

LAngle = LHeadOn CAngle ,

CAngle = r
1+

1


θσz
2σx

2

(2.6)

Figure 2.1 shows a representative example of the correction factor for different angles. For an angle of 500 µrad the luminosity decreases by more than
10% for bunch dimensions close to those used at the LHC.
Correction factor [-]

Luminosity angle correction factor

1

0.98

0.96

0.94

0.92

0.9

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

×10−3
0.6
φ [rad]

Figure 2.1: Angle correction factor for σz = 5 cm and σx = 50 µm.
Both phenomena (crossing angle, oset) decrease the luminosity, which is
actually used in experiments like ALICE, which needs lower collision rate compared to ATLAS. However, the crossing angle is not used only to decrease the
luminosity, but mainly to avoid satellite collisions. This type of collision is unwanted as they clog the detector and take place in unwanted locations. Satellite
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Figure 2.2: Sketch for the case where the bunches collide under the angle Φ and
are shifted by ∆y . Taken from [1].

collisions are the ones, where a bunch collides with a particle in an overlled
bucket.
A case, which is used rarely is beam oset while maintaining non-zero crossing angle. The source of the solution is [1, p. 26]. The sketch of the situation is
shown in Fig.2.2. The Eq. (2.7) gives the non-trivial expression for luminosity
under the conditions stated above.


LOf f +Angle = LHeadOn COf f set CCrossingAngle exp
A=

sin2 Θ cos2 Θ
+
,
σy2
σz2

B=

∆y sin Θ
,
2σy2

B2
A

Θ=



(2.7)

Φ
2

A challenge nowadays is to enhance luminosity, while preserving the same
crossing angle. A possible solution to this problem have been crab waist and
crab crossing collisions [7, 8] invented in the 1980's. The implementation at
LHC (SPS) was successful on 23 May 2018 and it will play a key role in the
high luminosity upgrade [9].
The term luminosity has been introduced in this chapter and several theoretical cases of luminosity calculation have been presented. All presented equations
will be of use in Chapter 5, where the uncertainties on the numerical simulation
will be estimated.

Chapter 3
Van der Meer scan - 22.8.
The method [10] pioneered by Simon van der Meer in 1968 is most commonly
used today at hadron colliders. Its aim is to calibrate a reference cross section,
which is later used during data taking. This chapter will cover in brief the theory
of this method and the next chapter will cover the experimental implementation
at the LHC experiments.

3.1 Theory
The van der Meer scan is based on the movement of beams in two orthogonal
directions while measuring the rate of interactions. This enables us to specify
a so called visible cross section σvis , which during data-taking plays the role of
a reference cross section and the detectors used during the vdM scans act as
luminometre measuring the rate of interactions. From Eq. (2.1) one determines
the luminosity. To measure the visible cross section, it is needed to adapt the
Eq. (2.3). Because the process is independent of bunch distributions, it will
remain in the form of S1 (x, y, z) and S2 (x, y, z). And as the movement is in two
orthogonal directions, it will be assumed, that it is already integrated over z.
The luminosity for bunches with an oset of (∆x, ∆y) is

LVdM (∆x0 , ∆y0 ) = f nb N1 N2
Z ∞
Z
S1x (x)S2x (x + ∆x0 ) dx
−∞

∞

−∞

S1y (y)S2y (y + ∆y0 ) dy.
(3.1)

As the beams will move in the orthogonal directions separately, one can label
the part integrating over y as constant (for one chosen separation ∆y )
Z ∞
LVdM (∆x, ∆y0 ) = Cy
S1x (x)S2x (x + ∆x) dx,
(3.2)
−∞

15
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but the luminosity cannot be directly measured  Eq. (2.1) is used to switch
luminosity for rate (a measurable quantity).
Z ∞
R(∆x, ∆y0 ) = σvis Cy
S1x (x)S2x (x + ∆x) dx.
(3.3)
−∞

Z

∞

Z

∞

S2x (x + ∆x) d∆x =
−∞

S2x (x) dx

(3.4)

−∞

In the Eq. (3.3) the visible cross section has been added. It is possible to
integrate the equation in d∆x and
use an identity Eq. (3.4) to apply the norR∞
malisation of bunch distribution ( −∞ Si (x) dx = 1) to compute the integrated
rate
Z ∞
R(∆x, ∆y0 ) d∆x = σvis Cy .
(3.5)
−∞

With this knowledge, it is possible to compute the integral in x from the Eq. (3.1)
in the following manner
Z ∞
R(∆x0 , ∆y0 )
S1x (x)S2x (x + ∆x0 ) dx = R ∞
.
(3.6)
R(∆x, ∆y0 ) d∆x
−∞
−∞
This means that once the rate of interactions is measured for dierent separations, the value of luminosity can be determined as

R(∆x0 , ∆y0 )
R(∆x0 , ∆y0 )
R∞
.
R(∆x, ∆y0 ) d∆x −∞ R(∆x0 , ∆y) d∆y
−∞
(3.7)
In a simplied case the measured points are plotted into
a
graph,
tted
by
R∞
an appropriate function, which is integrated to obtain the −∞ R(∆x0 , ∆y) d∆y
R∞
or in x-direction −∞ R(∆x, ∆y0 ) d∆x. An illustration of the possible scan
outcome is in Fig.3.1.
In a real world scenario the scan outputs need to be corrected for several
measurement artifacts (such as orbit drift, length-scale uncertainty, pileup etc.)
plus the key assumption which has not been mentioned before is, that the bunch
distributions can be factorised into these two orthogonal directions (which is
not always true). For these cases a generalisation of the vdM method has been
developed which can be found in [11], where luminosity is computed as follows
LVdM (∆x0 , ∆y0 ) = f nb N1 N2 R ∞

R(∆x0 , ∆y0 )
.
R(∆x, ∆y0 ) d∆x d∆y
−∞

LVdM (∆x0 , ∆y0 ) = f nb N1 N2 R ∞

(3.8)

The great disadvantage of this approach is the high time demand. For this
reason it is not used at LHC  although it introduces an uncertainty on luminosity value of around 1.5% at CMS.

R(∆ x) [a.u.]
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0.8
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0.4
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Figure 3.1: Rate of interaction measurement is for each x-separation represented
by a black point, which are tted by a red function (here Gaussian). The t is
integrated to obtain the area under the curve which is equal to the integrated
rate needed in luminosity determination Eq. (3.7).

3.2 Corrections
In this section several corrections to the vdM scan data will be discussed  correction to the length of the step, correction to the orbit drift and XY-correlations.
First of all, the calibration is done separately for each bunch pairs as the
bunch population may change. The results are later combined, however, for the
analysis they are treated separately.
During the vdM scan a length-scale calibration is performed, which "calibrates" the beam oset. The goal of this correction is to ne tune the conversion
factor between magnet current and the beam displacement. That is why both
beams are shifted in the same direction and the centre of the luminosity region is
measured. The measured shift is compared with the machine input. A linear t
determines the correction needed. For example in 2015 at CMS the correction
factor was 0.983 (0.985) in the horizontal (vertical) direction.
The orbit drift is a more complex problem. It has dierent eects in the scan
plane and in the non-scan (constant) plane. The drift narrows or widens the scan
curve in the scan direction, depending on the direction of drift and assuming
constant velocity of the drift. In the non-scan plane the eect is dierent  the

CHAPTER 3.
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scan behaves as if the axis are tilted (not orthogonal)  see Fig.3.2. However,
orbit drifts are dicult to measure precisely, so most of the LHC experiments
do not correct for it, only assign a measurement uncertainty.

Figure 3.2: Deformation of axis during vdM scan with constant drift velocity.
Taken from [1].
As described earlier, in general one cannot assume factorisable bunches. The
eect of non-factorisation has been studied in [6], where it is estimated, that
the correction can be as high as 3%  depending on the correlation factor in
the bunches. To measure the correction, primary vertices are reconstructed and
tted by appropriate bunch distributions  dierent for each bunch crossing.
Then the correction factor is extracted from the t parameters. More on this
topic can be found in Chapter 5.
This chapter has given a brief overview of the van der Meer scan method.
With the main focus of this work on the LHC, more information about implementing this method will be demonstrated in the next chapter.

Chapter 4
Luminosity determination at
the LHC
There are four main experiments at the LHC, each having a dierent research
goal. Due to the focus on dierent aspects of particle collisions the detectors and
methods of obtaining data vary. However, all four experiments use the vdM scan
to calibrate absolute luminosity. The dierence is in the experimental setup and
application of corrections. The best precision of the luminosity measurement
on a bunched hadron collider is 1.16% determined by LHCb (year 2014, [12]).
This chapter will briey introduce each experiment, give a description of the
detectors used to measure the luminosity and present the experimental setup
of vdM scans. The last paragraph in each section will be devoted to methods
used/developed on the experiment for the purpose of lowering the luminosity
uncertainty.
One common measurement is done for every experiment at the LHC and that
is bunch population measurement, which appears in Eq. (2.3) under the n1,2 .
To measure the bunch population several special devices have been developed
at the LHC. A DC current transformer (DCCT), a device based on the uxgate magnetometer principle, measures the total beam population  meaning it
cannot distinguish between bunches. Its resolution and range are astonishing
having 1µA as rms for 1s average and a range from 8µA to 860mA. To measure
the bunch-by-bunch population a Fast Beam Current Transformer is used. It
cannot measure absolute values of bunch population, but only relative. However, it is capable of measuring all 3564 nominal bunches with 25ns slots. In
order to assign absolute values, the fractions are multiplied by the value obtained by the DCCT. At the LHC there are two DCCTs and two FBCT per
beampipe [13, 14].

19
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4.1 CMS
The Compact Muon Solenoid Experiment (CMS) is the heaviest of all experiments weighting over 14000 tonnes. Its goal is to search for new particles,
gravitons or even supersymmetric particles or new phenomena such as micro
black holes and new states of matter such as quark-gluon plasma [15]. An
overview of the whole experiment is on Fig.4.1, where several of its parts are
described.
CMS DETECTOR
Total weight
Overall diameter
Overall length
Magnetic field

: 14,000 tonnes
: 15.0 m
: 28.7 m
: 3.8 T

STEEL RETURN YOKE
12,500 tonnes

SILICON TRACKERS

Pixel (100x150 μm) ~16m2 ~66M channels
Microstrips (80x180 μm) ~200m2 ~9.6M channels

SUPERCONDUCTING SOLENOID
Niobium titanium coil carrying ~18,000A

MUON CHAMBERS

Barrel: 250 Drift Tube, 480 Resistive Plate Chambers
Endcaps: 468 Cathode Strip, 432 Resistive Plate Chambers

PRESHOWER

Silicon strips ~16m2 ~137,000 channels

FORWARD CALORIMETER

Steel + Quartz fibres ~2,000 Channels

CRYSTAL
ELECTROMAGNETIC
CALORIMETER (ECAL)

~76,000 scintillating PbWO4 crystals

HADRON CALORIMETER (HCAL)
Brass + Plastic scintillator ~7,000 channels

Figure 4.1: The CMS experiment in a 3D computer model, taken from [2].
The detectors that monitor luminosity at CMS are: the Pixel Luminosity
Telescope (PLT), the Fast Beam Condition Monitor (BCM1f) and the Forward
Hadronic Calorimeter (HF). All three have fast readout asynchronous to the
whole CMS apparatus, each independent of the other two. This provides three
independent sources of luminosity measurement. The CMS uses the so-called
Pixel Cluster Counting method to measure luminosity oine, which uses the
central barrel, made of silicon pixel detectors. The silicon pixel detectors make
up the PLT as well, where the PLT is used during emittance scans.
First, a clarication of the methods used to measure luminosity will be given.
During physics runs, CMS monitors the "online" luminosity by PLT, BCM1f
and HF. These detectors give the instantaneous luminosity. When all the data
is collected the oine method is engaged to obtain the integrated luminosity
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(during the whole data taking). The PCC is an oine method which counts
clusters to compute the luminosity as can be seen from Eq. (4.1), where f is the
P CC
revolution frequency. The σvis
is the cross section calibrated during the vdM
scan.
< Nclusters > f
(4.1)
L=
PPC
σvis
The exact implementation of the vdM scans at CMS in 2015 employed 30
pp bunches colliding with no crossing angle. The scan sequence included 2XY
scans followed by a length-scale calibration (LSC), Beam Imaging, another LSC
and nished by 1XY scan. The XY scans consisted of 25 steps in each direction,
each step measured for 30 seconds. In the XY scan both beams move across one
another and the maximal oset is ±6σb  6 standard deviations of the beam
width. The Beam Imaging scan included only 19 steps, where one beam was
xed and the other was being moved. The oset limits were set to ±4.5σb .[16]
A special method has been developed at CMS to evaluate the linearity and
stability of BRIL (PLT+BCM1f+HF), plus it gives σvis for each ll. The
method is called Emittance scan and it is performed at the beginning and end
of each ll. The Emitance scan measures 7 steps in each direction, staying for
10 seconds on each step. Between the change of direction head-on collisions are
measured for 5 seconds. As the scans are short, the results are tted by a single
Gaussian distribution to obtain beam widths.[17]
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4.2 ALICE
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) is optimized for heavy ion collisions,
which means that the 19 sub-detectors have to track and identify the tens of
thousands of particles produced in each collision. The research goal of this
experiment is to study matter heated to 10000 times the temperature of the
Sun and to answer why protons and neutrons weight more than 100 times more
than the quarks they are made of [18]. An overview of the whole experiment
with labels of all subsystems is shown in Fig.4.2.
THE ALICE DETECTOR
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Figure 4.2: The ALICE in a 3D computer model, taken from [3].
ALICE uses two detectors, which serve as luminometers. Both detectors
have two parts which are located at both sides of the interaction point. The V0
has parts A and C, each consists of 32 scintillator tiles. V0-A is 340 cm from
the nominal interaction point (IP) and V0-C is 90 cm from the IP along the
beam axis.The detector T0 has as well parts A and C, each being an array of
12 Cherenkov counters. T0-A is 370 cm from the IP and T0-C is 70 cm from
the IP (one is behind the V0-A and the second is in front of the V0-C). Both
V0 and T0 have great time resolution and thus serve as triggers for the other
sub-detectors.
Methodology that has been used during the 2013 p-Pb (Pb-p) vdM scan will
be presented. Due to the asymmetric setup of luminometers and the shift of the
center-of-mass frame, the vdM scan had to be done for both congurations. The
boundaries for beam movement have been set as ±6σb . The vdM scan consists
of 2 repeated scans, each including a 2 X and Y scans. The rst XY scan was
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made in horizontal direction and then in the vertical, while shifting the beam
from negative to positive. The second XY scan was the same as the rst one
except the shifting, which was done from positive to negative. The scan in each
direction was measured at 25 points, where every point was measured for 30
seconds [19].

4.3 ATLAS
A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS) is the largest experiment at the LHC
measuring 46 meters in length and 25 meters in height. Its goal is to study how
elementary particles gain mass and shed light upon antimatter behaviour. At
ATLAS during data taking as many as 1 billion collisions occur every second
[20]. An overview of the whole experiment with labels of subsystems is shown
in Fig.4.3.

Figure 4.3: The ATLAS experiment in a 3D computer model, taken from [4].
ATLAS uses several detectors and methods to determine luminosity. Two
detectors that are capable of delivering online luminosity values are LUCID
(Luminosity measurement using a Cherenkov Integrating Detector) and BCM
(Beam Conditions Monitor). LUCID consists of 16 aluminium tubes lled with
C4 F10 on each side of the IP at a distance of 17 meters. On the other hand
BCM is formed by 4 diamond sensors at each side of the IP at a distance
of 1.84 meters, where they are divided into 2 parts  vertical and horizontal,
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each having its own readout. A Bunch-by-Bunch measurement is possible from
the LUCID and the BCM due to their fast electronics, running autonomously
from the main DAQ (data acquisition system). Parts of the detector located
forward are labelled "A"  BCM-A, LUCID-A and in the backward direction
are labelled "C"  BCM-C, LUCID-C. This labelling is important, because A
and C detectors are treated as independent devices.
The detectors mentioned above are operated with the EventOR algorithm.
The algorithm requires at least one hit anywhere in the detector. With the
assumption that the number of interactions obeys a Poisson distribution, the
probability of recording such an event is

PEV EN TOR =

OR
NOR
= 1 − e−µvis ,
NBX

(4.2)

where BX represents a bunch crossing and µOR
vis is the interaction rate. HowNOR
= 1. For
ever, this algorithm can be saturated under the condition that N
BX
LUCID_EventOR the saturation happens after a one-minute interval at 20 interactions per bunch crossing.
The method developed at ATLAS to measure luminosity for the already
saved data is based on track counting. This method utilises the inner detectors
 Pixel, SCT (silicon micro-strip detector) and TRT (straw-tube transitionradiation detector). Track counting assumes that the luminosity is proportional
to the number of charged-particle tracks per bunch-crossing. The reconstruction
of tracks uses an inside-out algorithm with a combinatoric Kalman lter. There
are several constraints on the event to be accepted. First, there has to be 9
hits in the silicon detector, zero "holes" (pixels which didn't trigger, although
a hit is expected). Second, a transverse momentum above 0.9 GeV/c has to
be present and lastly a constraint on the impact parameter is given. During a
physics run, there may appear fake tracks which have to be corrected.
In 2012 there were several sessions of vdM calibration  in April, July and
November. The session in April conserved the physics run setup of the collisions,
which resulted in high pile-up rate and thus lower precision. The scans in July
and November were similar, both colliding without crossing angle. The scan
contained 4 sets of centered XY scan (working point being 0,0) and 2 sets of
o-axis scan (work point being 340 µm and 200 µm). The boundaries, number
of steps and time per step were the same as for all other experiments - 25 steps,
30 seconds per step and boundaries ±6σb .[21]
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4.4 LHCb
The Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment (LHCb) has highest vertexing
resolution to date at the LHC. It is focused on measuring the beauty quark,
which determined the design of the detector  the beauty quark is strongly
boosted, thus stays close to the beampipe. One of the research goals is to look
for anomalies in the CPT symmetry [22]. The overview of the experiment is in
Fig.4.4.

Figure 4.4: The LHCb experiment in a sketch, taken from [5].
The luminosity measurement at the LHCb is based on the VELO (VErtex
LOcator). It is a detector with 21 layers of radial and azimuthal silicon-strip
sensors. The VELO is divided into two halves, which can be retracted from the
beam during injection and beam adjustments to a distance of 30 mm from the
beam. During stable beam and collisions the halves move closer to the beam to
obtain highest possible precision, being only 8.2 mm from the beams.
The method of luminosity determination still uses the vdM scan, but is
complemented by and compared to a special method called Beam-Gas Imaging
(BGI). The luminosity is measured during physics runs by a special trigger
setting, which has a xed average frequency of 1000 Hz. The rate is divided
into several types of "collisions"  70% is dedicated to beam-beam collisions,
15% is assigned for beam-1 against empty bunch slot, 10% is devoted to collisions
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with beam-2 against empty bunch slot and 5% is set for collisions with empty
bunch slots in both beams. This setting enables easy background subtraction as
well as beam monitoring. The observables used at the LHCb to determine the
luminosity are the number of primary vertices (PV), the number of reconstructed
tracks in VELO, the number of muons reconstructed in the muon system, the
number of hits in the Pile-Up system (PU) and in the Scintillating Pad Detector
(SPD), the transverse energy deposited in the calorimeters.
Before a report of the experimental setup for the vdM scan, a description
of the BGI method will be given. This method uses vertices to reconstruct the
luminosity region and the bunch distributions as well. To measure each bunch
distribution a collisions with static atoms of gas were enabled by degrading the
vacuum inside the beam pipe. To degrade the vacuum it was sometimes sucient to shutdown ion pumps, however, a dedicated gas injection system of neon
was developed. The reconstruction of events is done oine, as nding primary
vertices is a demanding task. There are many selection criteria applied on the
measured events. To measure the resolution of vertices, the algorithm "split
vertex method" is used. This separates randomly tracks into two subsets, each
reconstructing its own vertex. The resolution of vertices is the RMS obtained
by tting histograms of the vertex dierence for a specied number of tracks.
By obtaining the bunch distributions it is possible to check factorisation, which
is impossible to do during a vdM scan.
In 2012 there were 2 vdM scans performed, in April and in July. For this
work only the one with pp collisions will be presented. Four XY scans were performed. The beams were always moved symmetrically between the boundaries
±6σb . The last XY scan in each ll was done with the working point shifted
to approximately +2σb to cross-check systematic eects. The rst and the last
scan were rotated with respect to the axes of the LHC. In each ll a LSC is done
to verify the beam displacements. The number of steps diers to all other LHC
experiments. During the rst two scans 31 points were scanned, each measured
for 15 seconds per step. The second two scans had only 17 steps in each plane,
each step measured for 15 seconds [12].

Chapter 5
Simulation of luminosity
To investigate the eects of bunch factorisation in vdM scans and thus inspect
the precision of the luminosity determination, a simulation framework has been
created. The basic principle is simple  a convolution of two 3D probability
distributions creates the so-called luminosity region, which is related to the rate
of interaction, measured during real collisions.
In this chapter, the correctness of this method will be discussed (comparison
with analytical calculations) and the computation of the simulation uncertainty
will be demonstrated. Last but not least, several simulation results will be
shown for dierent initial probability distributions.
The simulation is coded in C++ within the ROOT framework [23]. The
idea of the simulation is rst to generate random points following a distribution
and ll it into a histogram. The histogram represents a bunch, which is later
overlapped with another bunch to create a luminosity region. The luminosity
region is integrated to obtain the luminosity for that particular collision. Each
part of the simulation has to be veried, at least for simple bunch distributions
 cases comparable to an analytical computation.

5.1 Benchmarking
The goal of benchmarking is to check all parts of the simulation for errors and
look for the behaviour which would dier from analytical expectations. The
generation of bunches has been veried in [6, p. 41-46]. One remark to be made
concerning the σ of 1D cuts made to 2D distribution  there was a bias of 2-4%.
This was later resolved  the histogram bins contained low number of entries,
which in turn meant lower σ when tted by the χ2 method. Once the likelihood
method was used all values were equal to the analytical ones.
The important advantage of the code this year is the addition of the third
dimension. So several phenomena were controlled and compared to analytical
predictions  luminosity in head-on collisions, eect of a crossing angle (y-z),
the bunch width determined by a simulated vdM scan and the eect of non-
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factorisation (more in section 5.3).
Histograms consist of discrete bins which are lled with entries. This means
that the Eq. (2.3) cannot be used with the integral. Instead a sum is used  to get
total number of entries summing the complete histogram over all bins is made see
Eq. (5.1), where N is the total number of entries and the distribution is assumed
to be normalized. The dierence is in the computation of the luminosity region.
To get a luminosity region two bunches are overlapped, both having same bin
widths in each direction. But to normalise this procedure one has to divide by
the bin-widths ∆x, ∆y . The reason one does not need to account for ∆z is that
it is already summed. To obtain a luminosity value from the luminosity region
it is sucient to multiply by the kinematic factor as shown in Eq. (5.2)  the
nb (number of bunches) and f (frequency) is set to 1.
∞

Z
n

Si (x, y, z) dx dy dz =
−∞

Z

NX
bins

Hi (x, y, z)

(5.1)

x,y,z=0

∞

S1 (x, y, z + ct)S2 (x, y, z − ct) dx dy dz dt =

Kn1 n2
−∞
NX
bins

NX
binsz

x,y,z=0 i=−N binsz

H1 (x, y, z + i)H2 (x, y, z − i)
∆x∆y

(5.2)

To be able to compare the simulation (right side of equation 5.2) one must
compute the left side, which is already done for head-on collisions with single
Gaussian bunch distributions shown in Eq. (2.4). A graph has been made to
compare the analytical prediction with the output of the simulation see Fig.5.1.
There seems to be a systematic oset of 0.4% and an RMS of 0.1%. In all the
following text we will be using an uncertainty of 0.5% arising from the random
generation.
To verify correct behavior of the simulation during collisions with crossing
angle, the Eq. (2.6) was used. The dependence of the luminosity on the crossing
angle was plotted. A t was done to estimate the simulation uncertainty 
the only variable parameter was p1 which is shown in Eq. (5.3). The other
σz
parameter which is xed is the p0 which only represents the fraction 2σ
. The
x
uncertainty of the p1 is 1%. This was achieved by using the computed value of
head-on luminosity instead of the analytical value, which on its own has a 0.5%
uncertainty. The result is shown in gure 5.2.

LAngle
=r
LHeadOn

1
1 + p1



θσz
2σx

2

(5.3)

Other two checks need to be made, before computing the uncertainties for
more complicated cases. One is a vdM scan, which should obey the oset
formula Eq. (2.5). To make understanding easier, the ratio of the oset luminosity to the head-on luminosity was plotted and tted by a Gaussian function.

Lumisimulation/Lumianalytical
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of computed luminosity to analytically predicted luminosity, dependent on the product of the bunch widths in x and y.
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Figure 5.2: Dependence of luminosity on collision angle. The bunch parameters
were: σx,y = 0.1, σz = 5.0  both bunches had the same widths. The simulation
corresponds to the analytical model with an uncertainty of 1%.
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Figure 5.3: Simulated vdM scan to verify the analytically predicted behavior.

√
The width of the t σf was expected to be 2σx,y depending on the direction of the oset. For the parameters used in the simulation the expected
width was σf −ex = 0.07071 and the one obtained from the simulation was
σf = (0.07066 ± 0.00003). The generated data and t is in Fig.5.3.
The last verication involves a vdM scan with a crossing angle, because the
dependence is more complex, than a multiplication of two correction factors 
as was already shown in Eq. (2.7). The correction factor can be rearranged
to get Eq. (5.4). For a well visible eect, the common simulation values had
to be adjusted  σy = 0.05, σz = 5.2 and the crossing angle Θ = 0.01. The
vdM scan should output a Gaussian function with width σex = 0.102021. The
result of the simulation is in gure 5.4, which reveals the t value being σf =
(0.10238 ± 0.00009).
"
!#
∆y 2
σz2 sin2 Θ
C = exp − 2 1 − 2 2
(5.4)
4σy
σz sin Θ + σy2 cos2 Θ
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Figure 5.4: Simulation output showing the results for the vdM scan in the ydirection while maintaining the crossing angle. This is the last benchmark using
single Gaussian bunch proles to obtain the simulation uncertainty.

5.2 Simulation uncertainties
In this section rst the general formula for head-on collisions of Gaussian bunches
will be given, which will be useful to evaluate the simulation using double Gaussian bunch proles. From the benchmarking the uncertainties for a single Gaussian are known. Thus it is possible to estimate the uncertainties for double
Gaussian bunches and compare the prediction with the results of a simulation.
This will be important for studies presented later in this work to accurately
simulate the dierence of luminosity determined by a vdM scan and by the
simulation.
The most general formula for a head-on luminosity for two colliding Gaussian
bunches is in Eq. (5.5)  bunch "1" has widths σ1x,y , bunch two is dened by
widths σ2x,y . To understand the usefulness in the case of a double Gaussian
bunch prole collisions, it is needed to present the double Gaussian distribution
beforehand.
nb f n1 n2
q
LHeadOn =
.
(5.5)
2
2 )(σ 2 + σ 2 )
2π (σ1x + σ2x
1y
2y
The double Gaussian distribution is a sum of two single Gaussian distributions with a condition  both single Gaussians have the same mean. In order
to leave the distributions normalised the weight factor w is added as shown in
Eq. (5.6), where G represents a single Gaussian.

DG = wGA + (1 − w)GB .

(5.6)
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Now to compute the head-on luminosity, the equation will reduce to four
parts, each consisting of a single Gaussian part. This way the Eq. (5.5) is used.
To make it clear a schematic Eq. (5.7) demonstrates the collision of bunch 1
(consists of Gaussians A and B) with bunch 2 (consists of Gaussians C and D).
We want to obtain an estimate of the simulation uncertainty, each integral has
a relative error σrel determined in section 5.1  σrel = 0.5%. This value is used
for every integral in Eq. (5.7) and all uncertainties were summed in squares.
This fact is expressed in Eq. (5.8), where integrals are noted by subscripts of
constituents from Eq. (5.7).

Z

∞

L = Kn1 n2

(W1 G1A G2C + W2 G1A G2D + W3 G1B G2C + W4 G1B G2D ) dV dt
−∞

(5.7)

σL = σrel

p

K1 + K2 + K3 + K4 ,

(5.8)

2

K1 = (w1 w2 1A2C) ,
K2 = (w1 (1 − w2 )1A2D)2 ,
K3 = ((1 − w1 )w2 1B2C)2 ,
K4 = ((1 − w1 )(1 − w2 )1B2D)2 .
The following values are used for the simulation: σ1B−x,y = 0.5, σ2C−x,y =
0.3, σ2D−x,y = 0.5, σz−1A,2C = 6.0, σz−1B,2D = 5.0, Θ = 0 and w1,2 = 0.5. The
other parameters were varied in the range from 0.2 to 0.7 separately by steps of
0.05. From this knowledge the relative uncertainty calculated by the Eq. (5.8)
is around 0.25%. The output is in Fig.5.5, where for the most part the ratio is
less than 0.27% away from unity determined from Fig.5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Histogram created from the z-values of Fig.5.5. Values are tted by
a Gaussian function to obtain the uncertainty of the simulation.
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Figure 5.5: Benchmarking simulation for Double Gaussian bunch proles. The
z-axis/palette represents the ratio of the simulated luminosity divided by the
analytically predicted luminosity.
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5.3 Bunch non-factorisation
This section will study the bunch factorisability into two independent directions,
which was assumed by Simon van der Meer in his beam height measurement.
But during measurements at LHCb (and other experiments) the Beam-Gas
Imaging method discovered non-factorisation in the LHC beams. This meant
that there had to be a correction applied to the luminosity data obtained by
a vdM scan. To compute the correction a quantity has been established  R,
which is not the rate, but the ratio of the luminosity Ltrue , which would be
obtained by grid scan or analytically by not factorising into two independent
integrals, divided by the luminosity obtained by a vdM scan LvdM .
In this section the main concern will be to compute analytical correction
(mostly taken from [6]) and comparing to a simulated ratio R. But rst a
benchmark of the simulation while using correlated bunches will be presented.
Then several simulated vdM scans will be compared to analytical predictions.
This will enable us to compare the ratio obtained from simulation and from
analytical formulas.
The "true" luminosity for head-on collisions with single Gaussian bunches
with xy-correlation can be computed from Eq. (5.9)1 . The value obtained from
that formula is "equal" to the value obtained from the simulation as shown in
Fig.5.7.

Ltrue∗ =
1
q
2 σ 2 (1 − ρ2 ) + σ 2 σ 2 (1 − ρ2 ) + σ 2 σ 2 + σ 2 σ 2 − 2σ σ σ σ ρ ρ
2π σx1
x1 y1 x2 y2 1 2
y1
1
x2 y2
2
x1 y2
x2 y1
(5.9)
To obtain the other part of the ratio R, the luminosity determined by the
vdM LvdM scan has to be computed. Again taken from [6] the Eq. (5.10)
expresses analytically the LvdM . This is compared to values from simulation,
which imitated the vdM scan as described in Chapter 3. The results for various
bunch parameters had the maximum dierence of 0.7%. Also examples of the
simulation output are in Fig.5.8,5.9.
q
2 + σ 2 )(σ 2 + σ 2 )L2
LvdM ∗ = 2π (σx1
(5.10)
true∗
x2
y1
y2
1 Taken

from [6], however, a typo occurred in the original computation. Corrected during

copying. The star means the constants before integrals are omitted

Lsim [a.u.]
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Figure 5.7: Dependence of luminosity on correlation factor ρ. The parameters
used for the simulation: σx1 = σx2 = σy1 = σy2 = 0.2, ρ1 = ρ, ρ2 = 0.5. Red
line represents analytically computed luminosity and therefore is not a t!
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Figure 5.8: Simulation output demonstrating the x-scan of vdM calibration.
There are 25 scan points (black) tted by a Gaussian function (red).
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Figure 5.9: Simulation output demonstrating the y-scan of vdM calibration.
There are 25 scan points (black) tted by a Gaussian function (red).
With all this done, it is possible to compare results for the non-factorisation
ratio R. The gure 5.10 compares the pure simulation values (black) with the
analytical prediction (red line). The agreement between the results are within
the simulation uncertainty. The parameters of the simulation were following:
σx1 = 0.25, σx2 = 0.2, σy1 = 0.2, σy2 = 0.25, ρ2 = 0.3 and ρ1 was variable from
-0.5 to 0.5.
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Figure 5.10: Non-factorisation ratio computed analytically (red line) and obtained by a simulation (black dots). The simulation results agree with the
analytical prediction within the error.

Chapter 6
Simulation with a realistic
vertex resolution
The previous chapter demonstrated the dierence in the simulation of the measured luminosity compared to the one truly delivered. In this chapter we will
mainly focus on the issue of detector smearing, using real-life ALICE data. One
of main concerns is, whether the detector smearing can aect the measurement
of non-factorisation in the bunches. But before this question is attacked, an introduction to measuring the luminosity region has to be done. The section 6.1
presents the algorithm used at ALICE for reconstructing primary vertices, which
make up the luminosity region. The next section 6.2 shows the simulation for
smearing using real data, which are also demonstrated.

6.1 Vertex reconstruction
The primary vertex is the precise position where a collision took place. This
collision generates primary particles. The particles leave a signal inside the
detectors, which can be reconstructed into positions in time. All positions of a
single particle make up its trajectory in the detector. However, during a collision
there may be up to several thousands particles, making it dicult to distinguish
them. But this section does not focus on track reconstruction, its main focus is
on the vertex nding and vertex tting algorithms.
The vertex nding algorithm selects tracks, which have the same primary
vertex. The goal of the vertex tting algorithm is to obtain the best t coordinates of the vertex. The precise method used at ALICE is described in [24].
In short the algorithm minimizes a χ2 function, which is a sum over all tracks,
"weighted" by the precision of the track. The output is the vertex position and
covariance matrix with the uncertainties of the position.
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6.2 Detector eects
All studies presented in section 5.3 were performed assuming a perfect detector,
which had a perfect precision. But is it possible that detector smearing could
create or dissolve the non-factorisation eects? For this reason a second part
of the simulation has been created. It creates the luminosity region with reallife parameters and then uses gathered data from ALICE to smear the vertices
one-by-one, to obtain detector-like data. The further step, which is not yet
implemented is to t the smeared data and compare with the input parameters.
In this section the rst part is dedicated to analyzing real covariance matrices
from the experiment ALICE and the second part compares the luminosity region
with and without smearing.
Used data were acquired in pPb collisions with an energy of 8.16 TeV per
nucleon pair, the ll number is 5533. After the two XY scans a length-scale
calibration was executed. A selection of the data was performed, by picking
vertices with more than 15 contributors (this enhances the resolution of the
vertex position). The resolution is described by a 3D Gaussian probability
distribution. Graphs Fig.6.1, Fig.6.2 and Fig.6.3 display the dependence of
the resolution on the vertex position. There are other terms which dene the
resolution correlations dependent on two coordinates.
The simulation creates a luminosity region, as described in Chapter 5. From
the luminosity region a point (representing a vertex) is picked randomly. For
each point one resolution covariance matrix is picked (again randomly) and
from the distribution, that the covariance matrix represents, is generated one
random point which gives the smearing shift of the originally simulated point.
Both points and the covariance matrix are saved for further analysis.
To mimic the data the input parameters were set according to a t done
by Christoph Mayer from the ALICE Collaboration1 . The parameters used are
reported in Eq. (6.1).

w1 = 0.64

w2 = 0.44

(6.1)

σx1a = 36.6 µm

σx1b = 22.0 µm

σx2a = 39.7 µm

σx2b = 37.3 µm

σy1a = 23.5 µm

σy1b = 13.6 µm

σy2a = 26.5 µm

σy2b = 32.6 µm

σz1a = 84.0 mm

σz1b = 90.7 mm

σz2a = 85.0 mm

σz2b = 42.5 mm

ρxy1a = 0.16

ρxy1b = 0.25

ρxy2a = 0.26

ρxy2b = −0.06

The simulation was created without using the correlation factors, to clearly see
the "correlation" eect of the smearing procedure. As shown in previous gures,
the smearing doubles the widths of the bunches and even creates correlations in
the xy-plane. The histograms with 2D Gaussian ts are in Fig.6.4 and Fig.6.5.
This nding will be further investigated in future research.

1 This was a personal communication between Dr.

Mayer and Dr. Contreras, my supervisor.

σx [cm]
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Figure 6.1: Dependence of the resolution on the vertex position in the xdirection. For the most part the resolution σx is around 20µm, which is comparable to the bunch width.
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Figure 6.2: Dependence of the resolution on the vertex position in the ydirection. For the most part the resolution σy is around 20µm, which is comparable to the bunch width.
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Figure 6.3: Dependence of the resolution on the vertex position in the zdirection. For the most part the resolution σx is around 30µm, which is three
orders of magnitude smaller than the bunch width.
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Figure 6.4: Histogram of generated vertices before smearing, tted by a 2D
Gaussian. The obtained correlation is one t error away from 0, which is not
considered conclusive.
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Figure 6.5: Histogram of smeared vertices from Fig.6.4. The axes have a different scale. The t output indicates a non-zero correlation factor. This result
conrms the need for further research.

Chapter 7
Conclusion
The luminosity formalism has been presented together with the method used
at the LHC to calibrate luminometers  the van der Meer scan. Four LHC
experiments were described with the focus on actual execution of the method.
Also several other methods were briey introduced (Beam-Gas Imaging, Pixel
Cluster Counting etc.). During the simulation benchmarking the uncertainty
was computed to be 0.5%, by comparing results with analytical predictions.
The benchmark included an examination of oset collisions, collisions under a
crossing angle and by combining both  collisions with a crossing angle and
an oset. The obtained uncertainty was used to the estimate uncertainty of
the luminosity determination using Double Gaussian bunches with a very close
match to the expected uncertainty of 0.25%.
The last part of Chapter 5 was dedicated to bunch non-factorisation, which
can bias the measured luminosity. For this reason a ratio R is established, which
formulates the ratio between the true luminosity to the one measured by the
vdM method. This phenomenon is simulated and compared to analytical results
 see Fig.5.10.
The above did not account for detector eects, which possibly could change
the observables. To get an insight, the simulation used real data to create
detector smearing. The smeared data were tted and compared to a t of
generated (non-smeared) data. The comparison pointed out a "creation" of
correlation in the smeared luminosity region (correlation factor = 0.06±0.01).
There are few more items to study in this research project such as  the
non-factorisation ratio for Double Gaussian bunches, compared to analytical
predictions. It would be desirable to study the eect of the crossing angle
on the non-factorisation ratio. It is needed to further examine the generated
vertices by using several t models (3D Gaussian, 3D Double Gaussian etc.)
and understand the uncertainties which arise from using an inappropriate t
model. To develop an "unfolding" method would be very benecial as well.
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